









The Destinations of Young People in Year 11





































The following information is based on data provided by Careerlink and East Lancashire Careers Service and examines the destinations of year 11 school leavers at September 2001. Since 1st April 2002 the Connexions Service has replaced both of these organisations.  The Connexions Service covers the whole of Lancashire, including the unitary authority areas of Blackpool and Blackburn with Darwen.  This will enable the data to be collected in a consistent way across the county and remove some of the variations in data collection methods used by two separate organisations.  We are eager to work with the Connexions Service in this important aspect of research to ensure we are able to maximise the added value of undertaking such a detailed study.

As part of the LSC Lancashire participation strategy for young people we have identified the need to ‘increase the staying-in-learning rate of young people aged 16 in learning appropriate to their needs’.
This dataset is crucial to help LSC Lancashire understand the baseline position and identify areas in which we need to focus if we are to meet our participation target for 16-18 year olds.

The total cohort for 2001 leavers was 18,049, however this figure does not include those young people at East Lancashire independent schools with their own 6th forms, namely Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar School, Westholme and Stonyhurst College.  Based on GCSE performance table data, by the Department for Education and Skills (DfES), this means approximately 320 young people, of whom the vast majority will be in learning, are not included in the following destination analysis.

The report is split into two main sections;
Section one describes an overview for Lancashire as a whole, picking out key issues around gender, ethnicity and the main destination areas.
Section two takes a closer look at each of the 14 districts in Lancashire, the provision on offer within these districts, and the travel to learn patterns of those young people staying on in full-time education.





An Overview of Lancashire


	The following table offers an overall view of where Lancashire’s leavers went and the variations by district.  A description of the groups can be found in Annex 1.































	There were slightly more male school leavers than female in 2001 but there was a stark contrast as to where they went.  Almost 72% of females entered full-time education (FE college & 6th form) compared to just 60% of all males.  Of those entering full-time education females were also more likely to be studying at a higher level (A level/NVQ3/NVQ2).  Males however, were slightly more likely to be working towards an NVQ 1 or below.

	Approaching two-thirds of all young people entering a Modern Apprenticeship were male and this pattern was prevalent through all training options.  Overall, 63% of those involved in training (MA, NVQ, Learning Gateway & Other) were male, 37% being female.  This male/female split also applies to those entering a job without training, 62% of males and 38% females.
















NB- Figures for Bangladeshi, Black and mixed background are based on small numbers and should therefore be treated with caution

	Overall, ethnic minorities with 76%, are much more likely to stay on in full-time education than white young people, 65%.  However this does not apply to all ethnic minorities, Pakistani (74%) and Indian (84%) are the groups most likely to stay on, with Bangladeshi (49%) by far the least likely.

	However, relatively few ethnic minority young people enter the work based training route, less than 12% compared to 20% of all white young people.  The same can be said for jobs without training, only 1.1%, compared to 2.9% of whites.

	The most striking figure for unemployment was the 11% of black young people, although this is based on a small number of people it is an issue that needs to be addressed.  Ethnic minorities overall are actually far less likely to become unemployed after leaving school than white young people.

















	11,900 (66%) young people carried on in full-time education in 2001, of those, 23% went to a 6th form and 77% to a further education college.

	The map below highlights the differing levels of provision on offer across Lancashire.  Lancaster, Blackpool and Fylde each having a high number of 6th forms whereas Pendle, Preston, Chorley, Wyre and Hyndburn have no 6th form provision.  Chorley district, in fact, has no post-16 provision at all within its boundaries, although there is an FE college on the boundary with South Ribble.  This make-up of provision obviously has an affect on the destinations of young people with average the travel to learn distance being approximately 3 miles.


































Further Education Colleges		6th Form Centres
College	District		6th Form	District	6th Form	District
St Mary's College	B’burn with Darwen		St. Wilfrid's High	B’burn with Darwen	Morecambe High School	Lancaster
Blackburn College	B’burn with Darwen		St Mary's RC High School	Blackpool	Lancaster Royal Grammar	Lancaster
Blackpool & The Fylde College	Blackpool		Arnold School	Blackpool	Clitheroe Royal Grammar	Ribble Valley
Blackpool Sixth Form College	Blackpool		Habergham High	Burnley	Haslingden High	Rossendale
Burnley College	Burnley		St. Theodore's High	Burnley	Bacup & Rawtenstall Grammar	Rossendale
Accrington & Rossendale College	Hyndburn		Lytham St Annes HT College	Fylde	Hutton Grammar School	South Ribble
Lancaster & Morecambe College	Lancaster		King Edward VII	Fylde	Ormskirk School	West Lancs
Nelson and Colne College	Pendle		Kirkham Grammar	Fylde	Baines School	Wyre
Cardinal Newman College	Preston		Carr Hill High	Fylde	Fleetwood County High	Wyre
Preston College	Preston		Lancaster Girls Grammar	Lancaster		
Runshaw College	South Ribble		Our Lady's High School	Lancaster		
Skelmersdale College	West Lancashire		Ripley St Thomas CE High	Lancaster		
Myerscough College	Wyre		Heysham High School	Lancaster		


	The percentage of leavers who entered full-time education was greatest in Fylde (79%) and Ribble Valley (78%); the lowest levels were in Hyndburn (54%) and Pendle (60%).  It is no surprise that levels are highest in relatively prosperous areas and low in deprived areas.
 
	As well as these wide variations in take up of full-time education, there are major imbalances in the type of provision entered.  Of those entering full-time education, Chorley, Preston and Pendle have the smallest proportion going to 6th Forms, just 2%, 4% and 5% respectively.  This is because there are no 6th form centres in these districts. Conversely, there are particularly high numbers of young people from Lancaster, Fylde and Rossendale entering 6th forms, where there is more provision of this type.

	Overall 78% of young people who attended a school with a 6th form continued in full-time education, compared to 66% overall.  Around 52% carried on into their school 6th form, 2% going to a different 6th form, with a further 23% moving on to an FE college.  Interestingly, only 12% of young people who left a school with a 6th form entered a work based training option compared to 21% of young people from all other schools.

Level of study of young people staying on in full time education

	Of the 11,900 young people who chose to stay on in full-time education the majority took A Level courses.  For those studying at 6th Forms this was even more apparent, with 91% of young people taking A Levels.  The corresponding figure for young people entering an FE college was 45%.





	Analysis by district, for those in full-time education shows Ribble Valley (75%) and Fylde (73%) to have the highest proportions studying A levels.  This could be due to the lack of FE provision in the area, or the tradition of young people from prosperous areas staying in 6th form before moving on to university.  Blackpool (42%) and Preston (42%) have the lowest take up of A levels, and conversely, this could be due to a strong FE provision in these districts, which offers a wider range of educational provision. 
 
	At the other end of the scale Hyndburn and Blackburn with Darwen had 16% studying full-time towards an NVQ 1, double the rate of the county as a whole.

Lancashire Schools with over 80% of leavers entering full-time education (FE & 6th Form)
Includes only those schools with over 30 leavers

School	District	No.	%
Clitheroe Royal Grammar School	Ribble Valley	114	99%
Queen Mary School (Nb -now combined with King Edward VII)	Fylde	59	98%
Bacup & Rawtenstall Grammar School (BRGS)	Rossendale	142	96%
Kirkham Grammar	Fylde	56	95%




Hutton Grammar School	South Ribble	97	92%
Penwortham Girls High School	South Ribble	128	90%
Ormskirk Grammar	West Lancs	188	89%
Kingswood College	West Lancs	28	85%
Burscough Priory High	West Lancs	128	84%
Broughton County	Preston	148	84%
All Hallows Catholic High	South Ribble	144	83%
St. Wilfrid's High School	Blackburn with Darwen	198	82%
Baines	Wyre	127	82%
Ripley St Thomas	Lancaster	191	82%
St Bedes Ormskirk	Blackburn with Darwen	79	81%
Habergham High School	Burnley	139	81%
Our Lady's High School Lancaster	Lancaster	150	81%
	11 of the 14 Lancashire districts have schools represented in the above list, Chorley, Hyndburn and Pendle are the districts that do not.

	10 of the 21 schools actually had over 90% of their school leavers carrying on in full-time education.

	It is not surprising to see that the top nine schools are all either grammar or independent schools and all have their own 6th form, in fact a total of 15 out of the 21 schools in the list offer post-16 education.

Lancashire Schools with less than 55% of leavers entering full-time education (FE & 6th Form)






West Craven High School	Pendle	85	53%
Albany High	Chorley	84	53%
Rhyddings County High School	Hyndburn	105	52%
Moorhead County High School	Hyndburn	101	51%
Towneley High School	Burnley	65	51%
Heysham High School	Lancaster	110	51%
Lathom County High	West Lancashire	73	50%




St Annes Pupil Referral	Fylde	1	50%
Skerton High	Lancaster	42	49%
Queen's Park High School	Blackburn with Darwen	73	49%
Darwen Vale High School	Blackburn with Darwen	89	49%
Hollins County High School	Hyndburn	63	48%
Morecambe Road School	Lancaster	12	48%
Tulketh County High	Preston	39	47%
Norden County High School	Hyndburn	56	47%
Broadfield School	Hyndburn	6	46%







Year 11 Project (Accrington)	Hyndburn	4	36%
Ribbleton Hall County high	Preston	41	34%

	11 of the 14 Lancashire districts also have schools appearing in the above list, this time the three districts missing are Ribble Valley, Fylde and Rossendale.






	3,400 (19%) young people entered some sort of work based training after leaving school, whether it was a Modern Apprenticeship, NVQ, Learning Gateway/Lifeskills or other training.

	Hyndburn (26%) and Pendle (25%) had the highest levels of young people entering training of any kind.  Lancaster had the lowest proportion entering training with Fylde and Ribble Valley not far behind.  It is interesting to note the inverse relationship; districts with high levels entering training tend to have low levels entering full-time education and vice-versa.

	Take up of Modern Apprenticeships was highest in Preston and South Ribble with Lancaster and Blackburn with Darwen having the lowest levels of young people choosing this route.  56% entered a Foundation MA (NVQ 2), leaving 44% who entered an Advanced MA (NVQ 3).

Type of jobs entered


























Lancashire schools with the highest proportions entering a work based training option (MA, NVQ, Learning Gateway/Lifeskills or other training)
Includes only those schools with over 30 leavers

School	District	No.	%
St Cecilia's RC High	Preston	32	36%
Barden High School	Burnley	23	33%
Norden County High School	Hyndburn	40	33%
Walton Le Dale	S.Ribble	35	33%
St. Theodore's RC High School	Burnley	42	33%
West Craven High School	Pendle	51	32%
St Georges	Blackpool	23	32%
Hollins County High School	Hyndburn	40	31%
Fisher Moore RC High School	Pendle	45	30%
Fleetwood County High	Wyre	59	30%
Albany High	Chorley	47	29%
Lostock Hall Community High	S.Ribble	38	29%







All Saints RC High School	Rossendale	28	26%
Queen's Park High School	Blackburn with Darwen	38	26%
Primet High School	Pendle	46	26%
Park High School	Pendle	48	25%
Moorhead County High School	Hyndburn	50	25%
Darwen Moorland High School	Blackburn with Darwen	52	25%

	Ribble Valley and Fylde are the only districts not to have at least one school with 25% or more of its leavers entering a work based training option.

	Unlike the list of schools with high proportions entering full-time education, only 2 of the 25 schools in the list above have a 6th form centre, namely, St Theodore’s and Fleetwood County High.






	Over 2,000 young people in Lancashire left school in 2001 and did not continue in any form of learning.  

Lancashire schools with the highest proportions becoming unemployed after leaving school




Ribbleton Hall County High	Preston	19	15%
Fleetwood County High	Wyre	31	15%
Darwen Vale High School	Blackburn with Darwen	23	12%
Central Lancaster High	Lancaster	15	12%
Queen's Park High School	Blackburn with Darwen	18	12%
Towneley High School	Burnley	15	11%
Moorhead County High School	Hyndburn	22	11%
Moor Park County High	Preston	8	10%




Norden County High School	Hyndburn	11	9%
Albany High	Chorley	14	8%
Fearns High School	Rossendale	14	8%
Darwen Moorland High School	Blackburn with Darwen	17	8%
Skerton High	Lancaster	7	8%
Our Lady Queen of Peace	W.Lancs	12	8%
Cardinal Allen	Wyre	13	8%
Ivy Bank High School	Burnley	14	8%
Worden	S.Ribble	9	8%

	A major area of concern was the 977 (5.4%) of young people who become unemployed after leaving school.  Hyndburn, Blackburn with Darwen and Pendle had particularly high levels, though there were individual schools located throughout the county who had significant problems with leavers entering unemployment.  

	Ribble Valley and Fylde are the only districts not to have a school in the above list; in fact the highest proportions in these two districts are around 4%.

	Pupil Referral Units (PRU) are not included in the above list but unsurprisingly do have a high level of young people becoming unemployed.  22% of the near 300 young people identified as leaving a PRU became unemployed after leaving.

Lancashire schools with the highest proportions entering a job without training




Ribbleton Hall County high	Preston	17	14.2%
Worden	S.Ribble	11	9.2%
Darwen Vale High School	Blackburn with Darwen	16	8.8%
Christ The King RC High	Preston	7	8.0%
Fulwood County High	Preston	13	7.0%
Darwen Moorland High School	Blackburn with Darwen	14	6.8%






Corpus Christi RC High	Preston	9	5.2%
Fleetwood County High	Wyre	10	5.0%

	500 (3%) young people in Lancashire entered a job without training, Preston and West Lancashire having the most significant proportions.  Encouraging both the young person and the employer to get involved in learning is vital to achieving our aim of increased participation post-16.



















Darwen Moorland High School	52.7%	2.4%	10.2%	7.8%	0.0%	7.3%	6.8%	8.3%	1.0%	3.4%	100%
Darwen Vale High School	48.1%	1.1%	6.6%	5.5%	1.1%	8.3%	8.8%	12.7%	3.9%	3.9%	100%
Our Lady & St. John RC High School	62.4%	1.8%	3.5%	5.3%	0.6%	13.5%	2.9%	5.3%	2.4%	2.4%	100%
Pleckgate High School	76.3%	0.9%	2.7%	7.1%	0.0%	3.1%	1.8%	1.8%	5.4%	0.9%	100%
Queen's Park High School	47.3%	2.0%	7.4%	8.8%	0.7%	8.8%	1.4%	12.2%	6.1%	5.4%	100%
St. Bede's RC High School	76.1%	1.0%	7.5%	2.5%	0.0%	2.5%	1.5%	5.0%	1.0%	3.0%	100%
St. Wilfrid's High School	29.0%	53.1%	8.3%	1.2%	0.0%	2.1%	0.4%	2.5%	3.3%	0.0%	100%
Witton Park High School	52.2%	3.0%	5.4%	6.9%	1.0%	7.9%	3.0%	7.4%	7.4%	5.9%	100%

	47% of Blackburn with Darwen leavers were female and 53% males, with around 26% from an ethnic minority.

	There were a total of 1,957 young people leaving 17 different establishments within Blackburn with Darwen and there were wide variations in the destinations of young people from each of the schools.

	St. Wilfrid’s had the highest number of leavers with 241 and 53% of these stayed on at the school 6th form.  A total of 82% of St. Wilfrid’s leavers continued in full-time education, compared to the lowest rate of 49% from Darwen Vale. 

	St Bede’s and Pleckgate both had 76% of leavers entering an FE college; Beardwood School wasn’t far behind with 74%.

	Queen’s Park and Darwen Moorland had the highest proportions entering a work based training option, both with over 25% of leavers.

	Over 21% of leavers from Darwen Vale entered either a job without training or become unemployed.  Queen’s Park and Darwen Moorland also had particularly high levels of leavers becoming unemployed.

	Overall Blackburn with Darwen had a similar destination breakdown to that of Lancashire as a whole although there was a relatively high proportion of young people becoming unemployed.

	36% of all Blackburn with Darwen school leavers went on to Blackburn College, 13% going on to St Mary’s 6th Form College and 7% to St Wilfrid’s High.

	There was a relatively low level of young people entering a work based training option, specifically MA’s, where less than 6% chose this route compared to 8.7% in Lancashire.

Blackburn College
	Around 1,200 young people went on to full-time post-16 education at Blackburn College.

	In addition to Blackburn College having 58% of all their enrolments coming from Blackburn with Darwen schools, a further 17% came from nearby Hyndburn and 13% from Ribble Valley.

	There were a relatively low proportion of people who went to study A Levels at Blackburn College, 37% compared to 44% for FE colleges overall.  Take up of NVQ 3 qualifications are also low.

	There are however a large proportion working towards NVQ 1 and 2 qualifications, 45% compared to 29% overall.

	24% of young people going to Blackburn College were from an ethnic minority, largely Pakistani (13%) and Indian (9%), very similar to the ethnic cohort in Blackburn.

	Blackburn College has taken on leavers from 60 different schools yet over a quarter came from Beardwood (9%), Pleckgate (9%) and Ribblesdale (8%).  Interestingly, Ribble Valley situated Ribblesdale School, contributes more than a number of schools from Blackburn with Darwen.

	An analysis by individual postcode, although not complete, has enabled production of the following chart.  This highlights the travel to learn patterns of those young people attending Blackburn College.  Over a half of those going to the college lived within 3 miles although there were also significant proportions travelling in from Hyndburn and Ribble Valley.


St Mary’s 6th Form College
	A total of 485 young people chose St. Mary’s 6th Form College to continue in full-time education post-16.

	As would be expected for a 6th Form College the majority of leavers go here to study A Levels (78%).  A further 19% went to work towards an NVQ qualification.

	St Mary’s College attracted school leavers from each East Lancashire district, although unsurprisingly the majority were from Blackburn with Darwen (52%) with significant numbers also from Ribble Valley (20%) and Hyndburn (20%).

	A higher proportion of school leavers from Ribble Valley (15%) attended St Mary’s than leavers from Blackburn with Darwen schools (13%).

	Starters came from 28 different Lancashire schools with almost 50% from a total of just four, St Bede’s (14%), St Augustines (13%), Pleckgate (12%) and Our Lady & St John (9%).  St. Mary’s College is a catholic college and unsurprisingly three of the above schools are also catholic.

	27% of young people entering St Mary’s were from an ethnic minority with 13% of these Pakistani young people and 12% Indian.  A slightly higher proportion than the surrounding area cohort and at Blackburn College, possibly due to the college being located close to a large ethnic minority community.






	Despite only 53% of St Wilfrid’s leavers staying on at the school, 93% of the 136 students starting at St Wilfrid’s 6th form were already at the school to sit their GCSE’s, highlighting very little intake from elsewhere. 

	96% of those going to St. Wilfrid’s went to study A Levels.

	The ethnic minority population of starters was less than 5%, much lower than the ethnic breakdown for the area.  However this is due to the school being Church of England, 99% of all St. Wilfrid’s leavers were British so the low ethnic representation is no surprise.






















St Mary's High Blackpool	41.5%	27.3%	7.1%	1.1%	1.1%	6.0%	1.1%	3.8%	4.9%	6.0%	100%

	51% of Blackpool school leavers were male and only 2% were from an ethnic minority.

	There was a total cohort of 1,547 Blackpool school leavers from 17 different schools, the highest number of leavers coming from Collegiate (214) and Montgomery (205).

	Blackpool has two schools with 6th forms, St Mary’s High and Arnold School.  Just 27% of young people from St. Mary’s stayed on into the 6th form compared to 78% at The Arnold School.

	Park School (only 25 leavers) had 80% entering an FE college, followed by Montgomery and Bispham who both had around two-thirds.

	St George’s had the highest proportion entering a work based training option with 32% compared with 18% for Blackpool leavers overall.  Highfield, Beacon Hill, Palatine, Collegiate and Montgomery also had above average levels entering work based training.

	St George’s also had the largest proportion becoming unemployed after leaving school with 18%.  Palatine and Collegiate both had 10% and the 3 schools combined represent 50 unemployed young people.

	There were a high number of young people who moved away from Blackpool compared to the county as a whole and also a relatively high level becoming unemployed.

	Blackpool & Fylde College (29%) and Blackpool 6th Form College (18%) were the initial destinations for almost half of all Blackpool school leavers.

Blackpool & Fylde College
	763 young people continued in full-time education at Blackpool & Fylde College post-16.

	Just 8% of those starting at Blackpool & Fylde College were studying A Levels.  However there was almost double the FE average on NVQ 3, 32% compared with 17% overall, in fact all other levels were higher than average, NVQ 2, NVQ 1, GCSE’s and other training.  This follows the tradition of young people attending Blackpool 6th Form College for A Levels and Blackpool & Fylde College for vocational studies such as hospitality and catering.

	99% of school leavers attending Blackpool & Fylde College came from schools in Blackpool (58%), Wyre (33%) or Fylde (8%).

	29% of all Blackpool school leavers went to Blackpool & Fylde College.

	The college attracted young people from 33 different schools, over a quarter coming from a combination of Montgomery (9%), Bispham High (9%) and Highfield (8%).

	Only 1.4% of entrants were from an ethnic minority reflecting the low ethnic minority levels in the area.  In total, only 60 (1.7%) ethnic minority young people actually left schools in Blackpool, Fylde and Wyre in 2001.

	The average distance travelled to Blackpool & Fylde was 3.4 miles with relatively few young people journeying more than 5 miles.  Of those that did, the majority came from the Lytham St. Anne’s area.


Blackpool 6th Form College
	A total of 616 school leavers in 2001 went on to Blackpool 6th Form College to continue in full-time learning.

	94% of school leavers entering Blackpool 6th Form College went to study A Levels, with most of the remaining young people studying for GCSE’s.  Such high A Level take up explains the low levels at Blackpool & Fylde College and highlights the difference in learning options offered.

	97% of starters came from schools in Wyre (51%) or Blackpool (46%), with the other 3% from schools in Fylde.

	25% of young people who left a school in Wyre went to Blackpool 6th Form College, the corresponding figure for Blackpool school leavers was 18%.

	Entrants came from 23 different schools with well over a third from just three schools, notably Hodgson High Technology College (16%), St Aiden’s CE High Technology College (10%) and Montgomery (10%).

	2.3% were from ethnic minorities, a higher rate than the 1.4% at Blackpool & Fylde College.  This difference can be explained to some extent by the fact that ethnic minorities are more likely to do A Levels than whites.

	On average, young people travel slightly shorter distances than those going to Blackpool & Fylde, with approaching two-thirds residing within 3 miles.








	All but three of the 103 young people going to study at the independent Arnold School post-16 already attended the school.

	No ethnic information was provided for the vast majority of starters at the school.

	Travel to learn information for the school is not possible as many young people board at the school.

St. Mary’s RC High
	50 of the 58 students, or 86%, going into the 6th form at St. Mary’s already attended the school.

	Every young person going there went to study A Levels.

	Only 1 of the 58 was from an ethnic minority although this is not surprising given the small numbers living in the Blackpool area.

















Ivy Bank High School	53.6%	4.4%	10.9%	4.4%	0.5%	8.7%	2.7%	7.7%	2.2%	4.9%	100%
St. Hilda's RC High School	41.6%	38.7%	5.1%	3.6%	0.0%	3.6%	1.5%	2.2%	2.2%	1.5%	100%




	54% of Burnley school leavers were female and 17% of all leavers were from an ethnic minority.

	There were 1,194 young people who left a dozen establishments in the Burnley district, Ivy Bank having the highest number of leavers with 183.

	There are two schools with 6th form centres, Habergham had 60% of it’s students staying on at it’s own 6th form with only 34% of students staying on at St. Theodore’s.

	Barden, Ivy Bank and Walshaw had the highest proportions of leavers entering an FE college, each school having around 53%.  In contrast these schools had relatively few entering a 6th form institution.

	St. Hilda’s and Habergham, both with approximately 80%, had the highest proportions staying in full-time education, whether it be a 6th form or FE college.

	Barden (33%), St Theodore’s (33%) and Towneley (28%) had the highest proportions of leavers entering a work based training option.  St Theodore’s being particularly surprising bearing in mind the school has it’s own 6th form.

	Towneley had 12% of leavers becoming unemployed after leaving school and a further 5% taking up a job without training.  Ivy Bank (8%) also had a significant number becoming unemployed. Overall however the proportion becoming unemployed was similar to the county as a whole, despite the negative press coverage of the area in recent times.

	There were substantially fewer Burnley leavers entering an FE college than the county as a whole but far greater proportions going into a 6th form and studying for an NVQ as part of a work based training option.

Burnley College
	467 school leavers went on to Burnley College to continue in full-time learning in 2001

	Over two thirds of school leavers going to Burnley College went to study for an NVQ, 27% at level 3, 23% at level 2 and 17% at level 1.  The proportion studying for A Levels stood at 29%.

	Young people from schools in each East Lancashire district went on to Burnley College, 59% came from Burnley schools, 23% from Pendle and 11% from Rossendale.

	23% of all Burnley school leavers went in to full-time education at Burnley College. 

	Young people went to Burnley College from 37 different schools, although a third came from just three schools, Ivy Bank (11%), Walshaw (11%) and Mansfield School in Pendle (11%).

	Of the 16% ethnic minorities the vast majority are Pakistani, mirroring the ethnic cohort of the area.

	In general, the college attracted young people from a small radius, 56% of those attending lived within 2 miles of the college.  Of those travelling greater than 5 miles, the majority either travel north from Rawtenstall or south from Nelson.


Habergham High School 
	73% of the 142 starters at Habergham 6th Form Centre already attended the school for their GCSE’s with the majority of others coming from a range of schools within the Burnley area.

	The vast majority, approaching 95%, went to study A Levels.

	25% of starters at Habergham were from an ethnic minority, most of which were Pakistani.  This is a higher percentage than both the Burnley district (17%) and the figure for Habergham leavers 21%, explained to some extent by the relatively high number of ethnic minorities who stay on in full-time education.






	43% of the 102 starters at St. Theodore’s boys school were already at the school to sit their GCSE’s, quite a low percentage for a school 6th form.  A further 21% came from the other Roman Catholic school in the area, St Hilda’s girls school.

	All young people that went to St. Theodore’s were there to study for A Levels.

	6% of starters in 2001 were from an ethnic minority and although quite low compared to the surrounding area, this could be explained by the fact it is a Catholic school.

















Holy Cross RC High	68.2%	0.0%	13.2%	3.3%	0.0%	5.3%	0.0%	6.0%	0.7%	3.3%	100%
Parklands High	71.9%	0.5%	4.4%	4.4%	2.0%	5.4%	2.0%	4.9%	3.0%	1.5%	100%
Southlands high	60.0%	0.6%	13.9%	6.7%	1.7%	6.1%	2.8%	6.7%	1.7%	0.0%	100%
St Michael's CE High	72.0%	0.9%	7.1%	5.2%	0.0%	3.3%	2.4%	3.3%	3.8%	1.9%	100%
Tarleton High	72.0%	2.5%	5.7%	5.1%	0.0%	0.6%	3.2%	0.0%	8.3%	2.5%	100%

	52% of Chorley leavers were male with less than 2% of all leavers coming from an ethnic minority.

	1,264 young people left 11 different educational establishments within Chorley and all those wanting to stay in full-time education had to cross the district boundary due to there being no post-16 provision in Chorley district.

	The highest number of leavers came from St. Michael’s (211) with Parklands High also having over 200 leavers in 2001.

	There were 3 schools that had 72% of their leavers proceed into full-time education at an FE college, namely, St. Michaels, Tarleton and Parklands.

	Only 1% of Chorley leavers went to a 6th form centre to continue their studies.

	Albany High and Southlands High had the highest proportions entering a WBL option, 29% and 28% respectively.  These schools also had the greatest proportion of leavers becoming unemployed after leaving school, Albany with 9% and Southlands with 7%.

	Chorley has significantly more young people entering an FE college than the county as a whole and hardly any young people attending 6th forms.  This is hardly surprising when Runshaw FE College is the only institution within 8 miles of the centre of Chorley town.














Lytham St Annes HT College	27.8%	47.3%	10.0%	0.0%	0.4%	2.5%	2.5%	3.6%	2.5%	3.6%	100%
Carr Hill High	31.5%	38.8%	15.2%	1.1%	1.1%	3.9%	2.8%	3.9%	1.1%	0.6%	100%





	There was an even 50-50 split between male and female leavers and less than 3% of the cohort were from an ethnic minority.

	780 young people left 8 institutions of varying types and sizes in 2001 with by far the highest number coming from Lytham St Annes High Technology College with 281.

	St Bede’s RC High had the highest proportion of leavers entering an FE college with 73% compared to just 35% for Fylde leavers overall.

	Fylde has 4 schools that have 6th forms, King Edward VII had 69% of it’s students staying on, 66% stayed on at Kirkham Grammar, 47% at Lytham St Annes and 39% at Carr Hill.

	Carr Hill (21%) had the highest proportion entering a WBL option although there were also significant numbers from St Bede’s (15%) and Lytham St Annes (13%).  Fylde actually had a greater proportion entering a Modern Apprenticeship than Lancashire as a whole, however all other training options were relatively low.

	Relatively few leavers from Fylde schools became unemployed after leaving school, just 2.4%, Carr Hill had the highest proportion at just 4%.

	Fylde had a much higher percentage of young people staying on in full-time education than Lancashire as a whole, with particularly high numbers entering 6th forms.

	In contrast there were relatively few entering a job without training or becoming unemployed.

Car Hill High
	All 69 year 11 students going into the 6th form at Carr Hill were already at the school to sit their GCSE’s, a total of 39% of all Carr Hill leavers.

	100% of young people attending the 6th form went to study A Levels.

	There were no young people from an ethnic minority going to Carr Hill but with less than 3% of Fylde Leavers being from an ethnic minority it is not altogether surprising.






	Of the 87 young people going into the 6th form at King Edward VII independent school all but one came through the school and all went to study A Levels courses.

	13% of starters were from an ethnic minority, a much higher figure than the ethnic population of the surrounding area at around 3%.

	Travel to learn information for the school is not possible as many young people board at the school.


Lytham St. Annes High Technology College
	93% of the 142 starters at the 6th form were already at the school pre-16 and all went on to study A Levels.

	Just 2% of starters at Lytham St. Annes were from an ethnic minority, a similar figure to that of the cohort of the area.






	Only 44 young people started their post-16 education at Kirkham Grammar in 2001 and all but five were already at the school to sit their GCSE’s.

	6 young people went to take GCSE’s at the 6th form with the rest studying for A Levels.

	There were no young people from an ethnic minority who started at Kirkham Grammar in 2001, again though this is unsurprising given the small number of ethnic minorities in the area.

	The majority of young people who started at Kirkham also boarded at the school.

	Travel to learn information for the school is not possible as many young people board at the school.











Rhyddings County High School	51.5%	0.5%	10.9%	5.4%	2.0%	6.9%	2.0%	6.9%	5.9%	7.9%	100%
Moorhead County High School	50.8%	0.5%	7.6%	6.6%	0.5%	10.7%	4.6%	11.2%	2.5%	5.1%	100%
St. Christopher's CE High	61.2%	15.8%	10.3%	2.4%	0.0%	4.8%	1.8%	1.2%	0.0%	2.4%	100%
Mount Carmel RC High School	52.4%	4.1%	13.1%	4.8%	0.0%	6.9%	3.4%	10.3%	1.4%	3.4%	100%
Hollins County High School	45.4%	3.1%	10.0%	7.7%	0.8%	12.3%	0.0%	6.9%	2.3%	11.5%	100%
Norden County High School	45.0%	1.7%	10.8%	7.5%	0.8%	14.2%	3.3%	9.2%	4.2%	3.3%	100%

	54% of Hyndburn leavers were male with around 13% of the cohort being from an ethnic minority.

	There were a total of 1,033 young people leaving 12 different establishments within Hyndburn, Rhyddings County (202) and Moorhead County (197) having the highest number of leavers.

	61% of leavers from St Christopher’s went on to an FE college, Mount Carmel having the second highest proportion with 52%.

	St Christopher’s also had the most young people going into a 6th form with 16%.  Relatively few Hyndburn leavers chose this option and over half of these were from St Christopher’s.

	Norden County (33%) and Hollins County (31%) had the highest percentages of young people choosing work based training, some of the highest proportions in the county.

	Young people becoming unemployed after leaving school is a big issue in Hyndburn, in fact it has the highest levels of any district in Lancashire at 8.2%.   Moorhead County (11%) and Mount Carmel (10%) having particularly high levels.

	Hyndburn had by far the lowest levels of young people staying on in full-time education but, in contrast, experienced the highest proportion of leavers going through the work based training route.  

Accrington & Rossendale College
	A total of 360 young people who left school in 2001 went on to continue in full-time education at Accrington & Rossendale College.

	82% of young people going to Accrington & Rossendale College went to study for an NVQ qualification whether at level 3 (18%), level 2 (38%) or level 1 (27%).  The proportion studying for A Levels was just 15%.

	Accrington & Rossendale College has attracted young people from schools in every East Lancashire district.  The majority coming from Hyndburn (47%) and Rossendale (35%).

	Despite the college being the only one based in Hyndburn it does not attract the greatest proportion of Hyndburn school leavers.  16% of Hyndburn leavers went on to Accrington & Rossendale College with 19% going to Blackburn College.

	The college attracted young people from 39 different schools, 10 of which contributed 80% of all starters.  The 3 schools with the largest proportions were Moorhead County (14%), Rhyddings County (11%) and Fearns High (10%).

	Over 14% of starters at Accrington & Rossendale College were from an ethnic minority the vast majority of which were Pakistani.  This figure is higher than the 10% of ethnic minorities that make up the Hyndburn & Rossendale cohort.

	Due to the college having two sites, one in Accrington and one in Rawtenstall, it is not possible to produce accurate travel to learn distances as current data collection methods assume all young people attend the main site.














Our Lady's High School	30.6%	50.0%	4.8%	0.5%	0.0%	2.2%	0.0%	5.4%	5.4%	1.1%	100%






	51% of the Lancaster cohort were male and there was less than 2% from an ethnic minority.

	15 institutions in Lancaster had a total of 1,610 school leavers in 2001, Morecambe (272), Ripley St Thomas (234) and Heysham (217) each having over 200 leavers.

	Of the major schools in the area, Central Lancaster High (48%) and Skerton High (46%) had the highest levels of young people entering an FE college but even these were below the county average.

	Six of Lancaster’s schools have their own 6th form and there are wide variations as to the staying on rates at each school.  The two grammar schools, Lancaster Girls’ and Lancaster Royal both had 85% of their pupils staying on to continue study at their 6th form.  Ripley St Thomas had 56% staying on, the figure was 54% at Morecambe High, 44% at Our Lady’s High and as low as 28% at Heysham High.

	Skerton (27%), Carnforth (22%) and Central Lancaster (20%) had the highest levels of young people entering a work based training option although relatively few of these were a Modern Apprenticeship.  These same schools also had the highest levels of young people becoming unemployed after leaving school.

	With half a dozen 6th form institutions in the district it is not surprising that Lancaster has the highest proportion of young people entering 6th forms.  Obviously this affects the numbers entering FE colleges and the Lancaster figure of 26% is almost half that of the Lancashire average.  

	Lancaster had the lowest levels in Lancashire entering any work based training option and also the lowest proportion entering a Modern Apprenticeship after leaving school.

	There is a polarisation of provision in Lancaster with virtually only 2 routes open to young people, 6th form equals A Levels and college means NVQ qualifications.

Lancaster & Morecambe College
	Around 380 school leavers continued their full-time education at Lancaster & Morecambe College post-16.

	Just 7% of young people attending Lancaster & Morecambe College did so to take A Levels, NVQ level 2 has the highest proportion at 40%, in fact this is the highest proportion of NVQ 2 take up of all FE Colleges in Lancashire.  Lancaster district is blessed with 6 school 6th forms and this largely explains the low number taking A Levels at the college.

	90% of those young people going on to Lancaster & Morecambe College attended schools in Lancaster district, with a further 8% from schools in Wyre.  This highlights the relative travel to learn isolation of Lancaster and Morecambe from the rest of Lancashire.

	21% of all school leavers in Lancaster district went to Lancaster & Morecambe College, by far the largest single proportion.

	Leavers from 28 different schools went on to Lancaster & Morecambe College, approaching two thirds of which came from the following five schools, Morecambe High (14%), Our Lady’s High (13%), Central Lancaster High (13%), Heysham High (12%) and Skerton High (10%).

	1.8% were from an ethnic minority, closely mirroring the district cohort.

	Over three-quarters of all starters at Lancaster & Morecambe College lived within a radius of 3 miles.  However, there was a relatively high percentage travelling over 10 miles to the college, including individuals from Blackpool, Preston and Garstang.

Morecambe High School
	92% of the 160 young people starting the 6th form carried straight through from year 11, the small amount of other starters was made up largely of young people from Carnforth County High.

	73% of starters went on to study A Levels but there were also a relatively high number for a 6th form going to study for NVQ’s at both level 3 (12%) and level 2 (14%). 

	There was only one young starter from an ethnic minority, this is not surprising given the tiny proportion of ethnic minorities in the Morecambe area.





Ripley St. Thomas CE High
	145 young people carried on in full-time education at Ripley St. Thomas 6th form, 90% of which were already at the school in year 11.

	96% of these young people attending the 6th form went to study A Levels.

	With the school being Church of England and the Lancaster area having a small ethnic population there is a predictably low number of ethnic minority young people attending the school.






	91% of the 136 young people entering the 6th form Lancaster Grammar were already at the school pre-16 and each one studied for A Levels.  

	A small proportion of the starters were from an ethnic minority, roughly in line with the ethnic population of the area.






	83% of the 121 new starters at the 6th form had already been at the school to sit their GCSE’s.  The other 17% were made up of leavers from 8 different schools.

	All 121 were at the 6th form to study for A Level qualifications.

	There were a relatively high proportion of young people from an ethnic minority, 6% compared with just 2% for all Lancaster leavers.





Our Lady’s High School
	84% of the 96 new starters in 2001 were already at the school with a further 11% joining from Central Lancaster High.

	The vast majority of young people studied A Level qualifications.

	8% of young people going on to attend Our Lady’s 6th form were from an ethnic minority, the highest proportion of all Lancaster’s post-16 institutions.






	Just 2 of the 63 young people who started at Heysham 6th form were not already at the school pre-16.

	Despite the majority of young people studying at A Level there were also a significant number working towards NVQ level 2 (16%).

	Only one of the 63 starters at the 6th form was from an ethnic minority.

















West Craven High School	52.2%	0.6%	9.3%	6.2%	0.6%	15.5%	4.3%	5.6%	3.1%	2.5%	100%
Walton High School	65.8%	4.7%	5.4%	8.7%	0.7%	4.0%	2.7%	2.7%	4.0%	1.3%	100%
Fisher Moore RC High School	53.0%	6.7%	14.8%	6.0%	0.7%	8.7%	1.3%	4.7%	3.4%	0.7%	100%
Edge End High School	58.9%	2.1%	2.1%	16.8%	0.0%	2.1%	1.1%	7.4%	3.2%	6.3%	100%

	52% of school leavers in Pendle were male and 18% of the total cohort were from an ethnic minority, largely Pakistani.

	1,223 young people left around a dozen schools in Pendle in 2001, Mansfield had the highest number of leavers at 237, followed by Park High (189) and Primet High (180).

	Walton High (66%) and Mansfield High (65%) had the highest levels entering an FE college, with each of the seven major schools in the area having over 50%.  Very few young people went on to a 6th form after leaving school, largely due to the of 6th form provision within the borough.

	West Craven (32%) and Fisher Moore (30%) had the greatest proportions entering a work based training option, with Fisher Moore having particularly high levels choosing an MA.

	The highest proportion of young people entering unemployment once they left school was 10% at Park High, with a further 4% from the school entering a job without training. 

	Pendle had an almost identical number of young people staying on in learning as the county as a whole but the types of learning option taken were very different.  Particularly high levels entering work based training countered by very low levels entering a 6th form.  There is clear evidence of a lack of choice influencing the profile of post 16 learning.

Nelson & Colne College
	629 young people went on to Nelson & Colne College to carry on in full-time education after leaving school.

	Types of qualification studied at Nelson & Colne College are varied and is the most closely matched to the Lancashire position as a whole.  Take up of A Levels are at 53% with a further 40% studying for an NVQ at levels 3,2 and 1.  Evidence that as the main source of post 16 education, the college has developed a whole spread of provision to meet the varied needs of local people.

	80% of those going to Nelson & Colne College came from schools in Pendle district, a further 17% were from Burnley.

	41% of all Pendle school leavers went on to Nelson & Colne College.

	Entrants came from 30 different schools although over 50% came from the following four, Mansfield High (16%), Park High (15%), Walton High (13%) and Primet High (11%).

	Ethnic minorities made up 25% of entrants in 2001, 23% of the 25% of which were Pakistani.  This compares to a total percentage cohort in Pendle of 18%.














Our Lady's High School	66.1%	1.1%	17.5%	1.1%	1.1%	3.2%	2.6%	4.2%	1.1%	2.1%	100%
Fulwood County High	61.8%	1.6%	12.9%	0.5%	1.6%	1.6%	7.0%	5.4%	3.2%	4.3%	100%
Broughton County High	79.0%	5.1%	9.1%	0.6%	0.6%	1.7%	0.6%	1.7%	1.1%	0.6%	100%




Ribbleton Hall County High	34.2%	0.0%	6.7%	0.8%	4.2%	4.2%	14.2%	15.8%	4.2%	15.8%	100%
St Cecilia's RC High	52.3%	5.7%	22.7%	5.7%	0.0%	8.0%	2.3%	0.0%	1.1%	2.3%	100%
Christ The King RC High	45.5%	0.0%	11.4%	1.1%	5.7%	10.2%	8.0%	3.4%	10.2%	4.5%	100%
Tulketh County High	47.0%	0.0%	12.0%	2.4%	3.6%	7.2%	2.4%	7.2%	4.8%	13.3%	100%
Moor Park County High	62.7%	0.0%	4.0%	1.3%	5.3%	2.7%	2.7%	10.7%	1.3%	9.3%	100%

	52% of the Preston cohort were male and approaching 14% were from an ethnic minority.

	1,674 young people left around 20 different establishments within Preston in 2001 including 8 schools with over 100 leavers.

	Preston district had 10 schools who all had a higher proportion of leavers entering Further Education than the Lancashire average, with particularly high levels at Broughton County (79%) and Ashton High (72%).

	With such consistently high numbers at each school entering FE it is not surprising that very few make the trip out of Preston to attend a 6th form.

	St Cecilia’s (36%), Christ the King (28%) and Tulketh County (25%) had the highest levels entering work based training with particularly high take up of Modern Apprenticeships.

	Ribbleton Hall had both the highest proportion of young people becoming unemployed (16%) and the highest starting a job without training (14%).

	Preston had lower levels of young people staying on in full-time education than the county as a whole but this was countered by a higher number entering work based training.

Preston College
	967 young people continued in full-time education at Preston College after leaving school.

	Only 28% of entrants at September 2001 were studying A Levels compared to 44% for FE overall.  Take up at NVQ levels 2 and 3 however were higher than average.  Young people working towards ‘other courses’ was also particularly high.

	Preston College attracts young people from each of the eight districts in Lancashire West, not surprisingly, the majority coming from Preston (52%) and the surrounding districts of South Ribble (17%) and Fylde (10%).

	 30% of all Preston district school leavers went on to Preston College.

	Preston College attracted young people from over 60 different schools, the largest proportions coming from Ashton High (8%), Fulwood County (8%) and Broughton County (6%)

	10% of starters are from an ethnic minority, largely made up of 2.3% Pakistani, 5.6% Indian and 1% Black, again similar levels to the ethnic cohort of the surrounding area.

	With an average travel to learn distance of 4.5 miles Preston College has a relatively wide catchment area.  Just over a half of all starters lived within 3 miles with a number of young people making the trip from surrounding areas such as Garstang, Kirkham, Longridge, Leyland and as far as Lytham and Blackpool.

Cardinal Newman College
	650 school leavers went on to Cardinal Newman College to continue in full-time education in 2001.

	Cardinal Newman is a 6th form college and this is represented in the take up of A Levels, 75% compared to an average of 44% for all Lancashire FE colleges.  NVQ 3 and 2 cover the majority of other qualifications studied.

	94% of entrants came from schools either in Preston (52%), South Ribble (31%) or Fylde (11%).

	Cardinal Newman College attracted 20% of all Preston district school leavers.

	Young people went to Cardinal Newman from 46 different schools, though well over a third came from just three, All Hallows (15%), Our Lady’s High (13%) and St Bedes (8%).

	12% of entrants are from an ethnic minority, largely Indian (8%) and to a lesser extent Pakistani (2%).  The college actually attracts a slightly larger proportion of ethnic minorities compared to the cohort of the surrounding area.

	Fewer young people make a trip of 5 miles or more to Cardinal Newman than those going to Preston College though the average distance travelled is still higher than a number of other Lancashire colleges and having 1 in 10 travelling more than 10 miles is quite high.
















	52% of Ribble Valley leavers were female with 2% of the total cohort being from an ethnic minority.

	There were a total of 630 young people leaving 6 institutions in the Ribble Valley, Ribblesdale had the highest number of leavers with 226, followed by St. Augustine’s with 183 leavers.

	Clitheroe Grammar had 95% of it’s students staying on into the 6th form with the other five schools all seeing at least 50% of their leavers enter an FE college.

	There were very few school leavers in the Ribble Valley who became unemployed after leaving school although Ribblesdale High and Bowland High did have slightly higher than average levels entering a job without training.

	The district had a much higher percentage of young people staying on in full-time education than the county as a whole, 78% compared with 66% for Lancashire.

Clitheroe Grammar
	More 2001 school leavers went to Clitheroe Grammar than any other 6th form in Lancashire with only 44% of the 248 young people already being at the school pre-16.  Other starters came from 25 different schools within Lancashire, with particularly high proportions from Ribblesdale High (12%), St. Christopher’s, Accrington (9%) and St. Hilda’s RC High, Burnley (6%).

	All starters were at Clitheroe Grammar School to study for A Levels.

	6% of starters were from an ethnic minority, compared to just 2% of all Ribble Valley school leavers.  Attracting young people from surrounding areas with higher ethnic cohorts such as Blackburn with Darwen explains the differing proportions.

	Similarly to Lancaster Royal Grammar, Clitheroe attracts young people from a wide radius due to its strong reputation.  The average distance travelled to the school was 5.8 miles, the chart below showing the wide distribution of starters with the majority travelling between 6 and 10 miles.













Bacup & Rawtenstall Grammar	10.8%	85.1%	1.4%	0.7%	0.0%	1.4%	0.7%	0.0%	0.0%	0.0%	100%
Alder Grange High School	56.4%	12.0%	6.8%	9.4%	0.9%	6.8%	2.6%	2.6%	2.6%	0.0%	100%
All Saints RC High School	47.2%	18.5%	6.5%	11.1%	1.9%	6.5%	1.9%	1.9%	1.9%	2.8%	100%
Whitworth High School	37.1%	19.6%	7.2%	9.3%	0.0%	7.2%	1.0%	2.1%	6.2%	10.3%	100%

	53% of Rossendale leavers were male with around 8% of the cohort being from an ethnic minority.

	948 people left schools in Rossendale in 2001, of the 10 establishments, Haslingden High had the most leavers with 243.

	Bacup & Rawtenstall Grammar saw 84% of it’s young people stay on at it’s 6th form after completing their GCSE’s, the same figure for Haslingden High was only 41%. 

	Bacup & Rawtenstall Grammar apart, the Rossendale schools all had relatively high levels of young people entering a work based training option, the highest being Fearns with 27%.  The level of young people choosing a Modern Apprenticeship was relatively low, conversely there were particularly high levels doing NVQ level training.

	Fearns also had the highest proportion of young people becoming unemployed after leaving school with 9%.

	The overall proportion of young people staying in full-time education was similar to that of the county as a whole although the split between FE and 6th forms was very different.  Rossendale also had relatively low levels of young people taking a job without training and becoming unemployed.

NB- See the Hyndburn section for information on Accrington & Rossendale College.

Haslingden High
	100 of the 103 young people starting at Haslingden High 6th Form continued through from the school with 94% of all starters going to study A Levels.

	16% of starters were from an ethnic minority, mostly Pakistani, double the proportion of ethnic minority leavers in Rossendale.





Bacup & Rawtenstall Grammar
	Second only to Clitheroe Grammar in terms of the number of 6th form starters, 59% of the 211 young people attending the 6th form were already at the school pre-16.  Leavers from All Saints RC High and Fearns High both made up a further 9% of starters at the school. 

	All 211 young people went to study for A Level qualifications.

	Unlike Haslingden High, Bacup & Rawtenstall was much closer to the ethnic cohort of Rossendale district, 5% compared with 6% of all Rossendale leavers.
















All Hallows Catholic High	80.9%	2.3%	11.0%	1.7%	0.6%	1.2%	0.6%	1.2%	0.6%	0.0%	100%
Brownedge St Mary's	69.9%	0.0%	16.3%	1.3%	0.0%	3.9%	2.0%	4.6%	0.7%	1.3%	100%
Penwortham Girls High School	80.3%	9.9%	3.5%	0.7%	0.0%	2.1%	0.0%	2.1%	0.0%	1.4%	100%
St Mary's RC Leyland	66.7%	0.0%	16.3%	2.8%	1.4%	4.3%	2.1%	3.5%	0.0%	2.8%	100%







	There was an exact 50/50 gender split of South Ribble leavers and approaching 5% were from an ethnic minority.

	There were a total of 1,580 young people leaving 13 different schools in 2001, 11 of which had over 100 leavers.

	Apart from Hutton Grammar leavers, where 56% stayed on at it’s 6th form, very few leavers attended a 6th form post-16.  Largely due to Hutton being the only 6th form in the local area.

	Schools with particularly high levels of leavers entering an FE College were All Hallows and Penwortham Girls, both seeing over 80%.

	Walton Le Dale had the lowest levels of young people entering any full-time education option with just 42%.  However the school did have the highest level choosing a work based training option, a third of all leavers going down this route.

	Worden (9%) and Wellfield (6%) both had a relatively high proportion taking up a job without training after leaving school, Worden also had the highest percentage becoming unemployed with 7.5%.

	South Ribble schools overall had the highest proportion of leavers taking up a Modern Apprenticeship in Lancashire with over 13%.

Runshaw College
	In 2001 Runshaw College was the FE institution with the highest recruitment of Lancashire school leavers into full-time education in the county with 1,297 starters.

	There is a relatively high proportion of people studying A Levels (58%) for an FE college and low numbers taking GCSE’s and NVQ level 1.

	Not surprisingly, over 88% of young people who went to Runshaw College had attended schools in either Chorley or South Ribble.

	In total Runshaw had enrolments from 47 different schools with over a quarter coming from Parklands High (9%), Balshaws (9%) and St Michaels CE High (8%).

	3.8% of starters were from an ethnic minority, a long way below the average level of 11% entering FE but actually higher than the ethnic minority population in the area.





	86 young people started their post-16 education at Hutton Grammar in 2001, 69% of which were already at the school with a further 14% coming from Penwortham Girls High.  All 86 were studying for A Level qualifications.

	Of those young people who provided information, 7% were from an ethnic minority compared to 5% of all South Ribble Leavers.





A map, based on post-code data, showing the destinations of young people who actually live in the district is available in Annex 2.
	West Lancashire















	Females made up 51% of West Lancashire school leavers and less than 2% of all leavers were from an ethnic minority.

	1,266 young people left schools within West Lancashire in 2001, the schools with the highest number of leavers were Ormskirk (217) and Up Holland High (187).

	The area has by far the greatest number of people studying out of the area.  Approaching a half of all Lancashire leavers choosing an FE college out of the county attended school in West Lancashire, a total of 456 young people.  In total 50% of West Lancashire leavers who stayed on in full-time education did so in institutions outside Lancashire.  The main beneficiaries were Winstanley 6th Form College, St John Rigby College and Wigan & Leigh College, all based in Greater Manchester.  

	Schools with the highest proportions entering an FE college were Kingswood College (85%), Burscough Priory (84%) and St. Bede’s (81%).  Unsurprisingly the lowest level entering FE was from Ormskirk School where over 60% of young people stayed on into the 6th form.  Unlike FE, those young people going to a 6th form tended to stay in the district.

	Glenburn had the largest proportion entering a work based training option with 28%, Our Lady Queen of Peace (23%) and Lathom (23%) also having relatively high levels.

	The relatively high proportion of young people entering a job without training was significantly affected by just one school, Lathom County had 14% with the next highest being St. Bede’s with just 4%.

Skelmersdale College
	A total of 200 young people who left school in 2001 carried on in full-time education at Skelmersdale College.

	83% of starters went to study for an NVQ, 25% at level 3, 38% at level 2 and 21% at level 1.  Just 8% of leavers attending Skelmersdale College did so to take A Levels.

	98% of young people attending Skelmersdale College came from a school in West Lancashire district.  This shows that despite high numbers travelling out of West Lancashire to study, very few young people travel into West Lancashire.

	Despite the vast majority of young people that went on to Skelmersdale College coming from West Lancashire schools it is not their only option post-16.  In fact only 15% of West Lancashire school leavers went on to Skelmersdale College, the highest proportion actually going to FE institutions outside of Lancashire.

	The college received leavers from just 16 schools with well over half of these leaving just three schools, notably Lathom County (21%), Cross Hall (18%) and Glenburn (17%).

	2% of those going to Skelmersdale College were from an ethnic minority, compared to 1.7% in the West Lancashire cohort as a whole.






	143 young people went on to attend Ormskirk Grammar after completing their GCSE’s in 2001, 93% of which were already at the school.  The vast majority (97%) were there to study A Level qualifications with just a handful of young people working towards an NVQ.

	Only 2% of starters at Ormskirk Grammar were from an ethnic minority compared to 5% of all South Ribble leavers.





















St Aiden's CE Technology College	69.1%	2.7%	9.4%	2.0%	1.3%	1.3%	3.4%	3.4%	5.4%	2.0%	100%

	51% of Wyre school leavers were male with less than 1% of the cohort from an ethnic minority, the lowest of all Lancashire districts. 

	1,262 young people left 11 schools in Wyre, Hodgson High and Fleetwood County both having 200+ leavers.

	Hodgson High (77%) and St. Aiden’s (69%) had the highest proportions entering an FE college, the majority going on to Blackpool 6th Form College.

	Wyre has both Baines School and Fleetwood County with their own 6th form centre.  However only 16% of young people from Fleetwood County actually stayed on at the school, this figure rose to 51% at Baines.

	Of those young people who stayed on in full-time education, two thirds studied in Blackpool district, split relatively evenly between Blackpool 6th Form College and Blackpool & Fylde College.

	Despite Fleetwood County having the lowest levels of young people entering full-time education the school has the highest levels entering a work based training option at 30%.

	More than 1 in 5 young people who left Fleetwood County in 2001 either took a job without training (5%) or became unemployed (16%).  Cardinal Allen with approaching 8% also had quite high levels of leavers becoming unemployed.

Myerscough College
	A total of 159 school leavers went on to Myerscough College to continue in full-time education.

	NVQ’s and ‘other training’ dominate qualifications taken at the specialist agricultural college, approaching 80% taking NVQ’s with the rest involved in ‘other training’.

	Myerscough College attracted young people from 10 of the 14 Lancashire districts, highlighting the specialist provision the college offers.  Preston (24%) and Wyre (16%) had the highest proportions.

	 The 153 young people attending Myerscough College for full-time studies came from 59 different schools.  The highest proportion going to Myerscough were from Broughton County and this was less than 7%.  A different pattern to all the other FE colleges again showing the specialist provision offered.

	65% of those going to Myerscough were male with 35% female. There was not one person who was from an ethnic minority and with the college attracting young people from all over the county this does appear to be a possible area for concern.





	76% of 104 young people entering Baines School post-16 were already at the school with the remainder coming from 10 different schools.  All were there to work towards A Level qualifications.

	There was only one young person from an ethnic minority who started at Baines in 2001 although this is hardly surprising given the fact that less than 1% of school leavers in Wyre were from an ethnic minority.






	Fleetwood High has only a small 6th form centre with 32 young people carrying on their education at the school post-16.  All 32 were already at Fleetwood High to sit their GCSE’s.

	The majority went on to study for A Levels with just 6 young people working towards an NVQ level 2.





A map, based on post-code data, showing the destinations of young people who actually live in the district is available in Annex 2.
	
Annex 1 - Data Descriptions

FE College 		This category refers to those entering one of the 14 FE institutions in Lancashire as well as FE colleges outside the county.
6th Form		Contains those attending both school & independent 6th Forms and a small number who stayed on to re-take GCSE’s or continue on some form of full-time learning.
Modern Apprenticeship	 	Both foundation and advanced modern apprentices are included here.  Although not comprehensive, ELCS also collected training provider name, this information was not collected at all by Careerlink.
NVQ Level Training	Covers those working towards an NVQ at different levels
Other Govt Support	 	Covers Learning Gateway, Lifeskills and other government support for both employees and non-employees.
Other Training	Young people employed with training not necessarily towards an NVQ
Job Without Training	Young people in employment with no recognised training
Unemployed	Covers all young people who were unemployed after leaving school
Moved Away	Young people no longer living in the Lancashire Area







	Due to the robustness of the data, the main report is largely based on the position of the school from which each individual left.  The following maps are based on where each young person actually lives.  Although not complete, due to missing or incorrect post-code data, the following information does provide a good guide as to where young people from each district travel in order to continue in full-time education. 

	Each map is marked with circles to depict the number of young people attending each institution, the larger the circle the greater the proportion.  Institutions attracting less than 1% of the district cohort are not shown.

Blackburn with Darwen district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Blackburn with Darwen who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	A total of 87% of young leavers who live in Blackburn with Darwen attended one of the three main post-16 institutions in the district.  Blackburn College having the largest proportion with 59%.
	
	9% of those staying on in full-time education did so at a college or 6th form outside of East Lancashire.

Blackpool district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Blackpool who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	88% of young people in Blackpool who stayed on in full-time education did so at an institution within Blackpool district.

	Blackpool & Fylde College attracted the most with 43% of those staying on attending the college.

Burnley district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Burnley who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	65% of leavers who stayed on in full-time education went on to institutions in Burnley.

	Nelson & Colne College, with 14%, attracted the most young people to study outside Burnley district.







Chorley travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Chorley who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Chorley district has no FE colleges or 6th form centres, the closest being Runshaw College on the Boundary with South Ribble.

	Runshaw College attracted 71% of all Chorley residents staying on in full-time education.

	A further 11% went on to study in Preston, 7% at Preston College and 4% at Cardinal Newman.

	7% of leavers who stayed on, did so at a college or 6th form outside of Lancashire, the main beneficiaries being King George V College, Winstanley College, Wigan & Leigh College and Southport College.


Fylde district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Fylde who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Unlike many of the other districts within Lancashire, Fylde does not have one institution dominating the post-16 education sector.

	Just over half of Fylde residents remained in Fylde for their post-16 education.  This was split amongst the four Fylde institutions, Lytham St Anne’s High Technology College taking the most with 22% of all residents.

	28% of Fylde residents went over to Preston district with a further 15% choosing colleges in Blackpool.

Hyndburn district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Hyndburn who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Just over a quarter of those staying on in full-time education did so at the one post-16 establishment in Hyndburn, namely Accrington & Rossendale College.

	57% take the short trip to Blackburn to study at one of the three main colleges, the majority of which attended Blackburn College, 35%.


Lancaster district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Lancaster who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Lancaster district is blessed with 7 different post-16 education establishments, 1 FE college and six 6th form centres.  With such a wealth of provision, and the districts relative isolation, it is not surprising that approaching 95% of young people remain in Lancaster to study after leaving school.





Pendle district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of 2001 school leavers from Pendle who stayed on in full-time education.

	Two-thirds of those staying on in full-time education did so at Nelson & Colne College, the one post-16 institution in Pendle district.

	The second most popular choice was Burnley College (13%), a total of 17% of Pendle leavers going into Burnley to further their studies.






Preston district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Preston who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	The two FE colleges in Preston account for 79% of all Preston leavers staying in full-time education.





Ribble Valley district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Ribble Valley who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Ribble Valley leavers attended FE/6th forms in eight different districts though this can be explained by the fact it borders so many other districts.





Rossendale district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Rossendale who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Rossendale has a relatively high number of young people going on to post-16 education outside of Lancashire, around 15% in all.





South Ribble district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from South Ribble who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Over a half of all South Ribble leavers who stayed on in full-time education attended Runshaw College.

	A further 37% travel up to Preston to continue their studies, 22% at Cardinal Newman and a further 15% at Preston College.

West Lancashire district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from West Lancashire who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Nearly a half of all West Lancashire residents who left school to continue in full-time education in 2001 went to colleges outside of Lancashire.  Winstanley 6th Form College, St. John Rigby College and Wigan & Leigh College in Greater Manchester, along with King George V College and Southport College in Greater Merseyside were the main beneficiaries.





Wyre district travel to learn patterns
Destinations of school leavers from Wyre who stayed in full-time education in 2001.

	Two-thirds of young people from Wyre went on to post-16 establishments in Blackpool district.
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